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Abstract
This paper narrates the application of Machine Learning Approach based on Sentiment Analysis for
product quality management and enhanced business process decision. It is based on customer opinion
analysis which is built over customer review posted on the internet in natural language. We have used R
studio to implement machine learning algorithms for sentiment analysis. We have contributed two algorithms
for natural language processing. We have also proposed a framework for sentiment analysis. Machine
Learning, web data extraction and natural language processing are used for the understanding of customer
review analysis. In this paper, specific internet resources such as imdb.com, amazon.com, and yelp.com are
used for customer review sentiment classification. The attributes are text sentences extracted from reviews of
products, movies, and restaurants. The review analysis is utilized in making a managerial decision on
product quality in accordance with customer satisfaction. The satisfaction is measured over two scales
such as sentiment towards the product and aspect based sentiment. We have evaluated the efficiency of machine
learning methods for sentiment classification and analysis. An intelligent decision system is proposed for
quality management based on customer sentiment indicating satisfaction. The proposed approach is seen as a
prototype of the decision system which will help in taking an effective managerial decision on product
quality management according to customer feedback.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis,Machine Learning,customer satisfaction research, Natural Language
processing, Business Intelligence and Analytics, decision support system, Aspect-based sentiment analysis.
1 Introduction
In order to deliver a quality product a company should always make effective decisions. There are
typically six steps associated with effective decision process no matter whether a decision is manual or
automated. Managers accost decisions requirement in the form of either a problem or an opportunity. For
making efficient managerial decision a manager required information available to make the decisions and
depth knowledge of information analysis.An organization should device a process of automatic collection
of Information and its additional proceeding and analysis. Decision making should be founded on the
understanding and assumptions obtain during the analysis of gathered data.
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Figure 1 Six steps of decision process and Quality Assurance vs Quality Control
The Total Quality Management (TQM) is a management philosophy committed to a focus on
continuous improvements of product and services with the involvement of the entire workforce.Quality
Assurance is presently attained through a process approach based on the model of a quality management system
(QMS)[1](see figure 2). The QMS model describes the interaction of the company and its customer during
the process of product manufacturing and consumption.The objective of this paper is to develop decision
support approach for Quality Management guided by sentiment analysis of customer reviews on internet
by using machine learning techniques. It will help in taking better managerial decisions such as, which
aspect should keep in the product? what areas need changes?
2 Related work
Text mining for analysis of customers review posted online is not new. There are many studies
concerning Tools and techniques for data collection sentiment analysis and information extraction. A
lexicon-based method predicts classification of reviews with 90 percent accuracy . Lu et .al[2] and Jo and
Oh [3] focused in the work on the problems of automatic product aspect identification.For automatic
analysis of reviews some social monitoring systems and frameworks have been developed recently. Liu et .al
[4] presented Framework named as opinion observer for analyzing and comparing consumer opinions of
competing products. Ganu et .al [5] focused on an analysis of free-text reviews by means of classification of
reviews at the sentence level, with respect to both the topic and the sentiment

Figure 2 Process based Quality Management System model
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expressed in the sentences.Bjørkelund et .al [6] described how the results of sentiment analysis of textual
reviews can be visualized using Google Maps, providing possibilities for users to easily detect good hotels
and good areas to stay in. In this paper we focus on sentiment identification, its classification and proposed
a model which can utilize this knowledge to take decision for the product quality.
3 Methodology and Framework
The suggested methodology for effective managerial decisions on product quality management is
accomplished by collecting the data from web using intelligent decision system based on natural language
processing. The architecture of proposed methodology is presented in figure 3. The projected framework in
figure 4 offers sentiment analysis on customer review data in a better way by using S/A convertor before
applying the trained machine learning model to unseen review data. The framework gives better results in
terms of prediction accuracy on unseen data even when applied to a variety of data from different domains.
3.1 Training and Deployment Module
Labeled data is very important to apply supervised flavor of machine learning.Initially, the reviews are
collected which are termed as Raw Corpora Data. The sentiment label extraction is performed using natural
language processing on this raw corpus data. The Training data is feed to the training module for learning.
The classifier learns according to the learning algorithm with the help of training data. Finally, it generates
the trained model. The testing data portion from labeled data is kept and utilized to test the trained model
that is built. This is termed as the evaluation of the model.In the deployment module we have added SA
convertor for classification of a variety of data for which the model has not been trained. In general, when
the classifier is trained for a word “good” and if “excellent” appears in the text the model is not able to
classify. It deteriorates the performance of the machine learning model on real and new unseen data. SA
convertor alters the unseen patterns to their

Figure 3 Architecture of Intelligent Decision System
Analysis
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known synonyms and if no synonym is available then antonym is utilized with negation and sentiment
classification is
done.
4 Applied Machine Learning Techniques
In this section the implemented machine learning techniques for customer review analysis and sentiment
analysis for support of decision making over quality of products are described. We have mainly examined
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes machine learning algorithm with its variants according
to framework proposed. For experimentation purpose we have taken sentences from different websites
imdb.com, amazon.com and yelp.com. for each website we have taken 500 positive and 500 negative
sentences. Those sentences were selected randomly from larger data sets of reviews. The data set contains
sentences labelled with positive and negative sentiment. The attributes of data are text sentences, extracted
from reviews of products , movies and restaurants.
4.1 Sentiment Analysis (SA)
Sentiment analysis is the most needed step after data collection. The Sentiment analysis process broadly have
two approaches. First, Lexicon- based approach which works on subjective lexicons. Second, Machine
Learning approach. In Lexicon based approach score is linked with each word indicating the nature of text such
as positive, negative and neutral. The aggregation of scores of all subjective words is estimated. The highest
score will decide the polarity of the text [7].Lexicon -based approach is subdivided into two further approaches
(a) Dictionary based approach in which a set of opinion words are manually collected to form a list.(b)
Corpus based approach which work over collection written text generally on some specific area. In this
method list of seed is prepared and expanded with the help of corpus text [8]. so this method works on
domain oriented text. In our work we have used supervised machine learning approach.In this paper we have
focused on naive Bayesian classifier and Support Vector Machines. The realization of these techniques is
based on as described by Pang and Lee in their work [9].
4.2 Aspect Based SA and Customer Satisfaction Measures
Sentiment analysis of reviews provide a crisp evaluation of customer satisfaction with product. But, it
does not clearly inform about what customers like about the product and what they do not like about the
product.Aspect based sentiment analysis is more difficult task. Frequency-based aspect extraction is
performed as defined by Scaffidi et al. in their work [10]. The customer satisfaction for product or service can
be calculated by equation number (1) and customer satisfaction for product’s or service’s aspect group can be
calculated by equation number (2).
CS =

C Sasp =
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asp + Rasp
5 Experiments and Results
For measuring efficacy of the designed intelligent decision system framework, we have taken review data
from three different domains which contain reviews of products,movi6
and restaurants. For training and building effective sentiment classifier, we have evaluated the classification
accuracy with the help of a confusion matrix shown in the table 1.
Table 1 Confusion Matrix summarizing
Event
NoEvent
Eve
true
false
nt
positive
positive
Nofalse
true
Eve
negative
negativ
nt
e
We have compared machine learning methods for sentiment classification with tagging technique and
conversion technique.After implementation of framework for designing of model and predicting the
sentiment classification for 10 no of runs we have observed result accuracy as depicted in table 2.The
comparison of accuracy of methods for sentiment analysis is shown in figure 5. We can observe that the
maximum accuracy is attained by Naive Bayes with tagging and sA convertor. We have used results
obtained by Pang and Lee for movie-review domain as a baseline. Even with the variation in training data
we found Naive Bayes classifier with tagging and sa convertor most efficient machine learning technique.
Table 2 Comparison of methods for sentiment classification
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Using the aspect extraction 2algorithm we have identified certain aspects of object "restaurant". The
extracted aspects and their sentiment terms with their polarity or orientation is depicted in figure 6. So
we can observe the aspects of a restaurant extracted in our experiments are "ambience", "staff", "food" and
"service".
No of
runs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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6 Conclusion and future work
Deprived quality of products and services always contributes to a lessening
of customer
satisfaction.Therefore, it is very important to maintain high-quality standards of products and services. For
maintaining these standards managerial decisions can be made with the help of opinion or review
analysis of feedback expressed by customers in natural

Figure 5 Comparison of accuracy of methods for sentiment analysis

Figure 6 Extracted Aspects and sentiment term with polarity for object "Restaurant"

language.The aspect-based sentiment analysis provides clear details of sentiments of the customer in regards to
features of products and services. This leads to a better understanding of good and bad features of product or
service.The suggested conception of the framework for aspect-based sentiment analysis allows extracting good
and bad features along with the customer satisfaction level. This automation can effectively alter managerial
decisions and efficiently reduce the labor cost of manual work. Future research can be done in the direction of
feedback given in speech and audio formats. This could be done by implementing methods of machine translation
with sentiment analysis.
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